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Published quasar catalogues·· 111 conta in 
N(19) - 2 ,000 quasars brighter than B = 
19. Unpublished surveys probably treble 
this number. The expected number of 
random associations with the separation 
and magnitude of Q1l46+lllB ,C is 
NP,(157 a rc s, 18.5)/2 - 20, which is 
roughly what is observed". The expected 
number of closely clustered companions 
is NP,(157 arc s , 18.5, 1.0)/2 - 1. Hence 
we would expect by now to have discove r
ed of the order of one physically assoc
iated pair of magnitude 18.5 quasars 
sepa ra ted in angle by less than 157 arc s 
and in velocity by the velocity dispersion 
o f small groups which dominate the cor
re latio n function, - 300 km s-' . We should 
not be unduly surprised ifQ1146+ I11B ,C 
fails tests of the lensing hypothesis" - it 
may be tha t expected pair. 

In conclusion , we suggest that the nec
essity for lensing in some of the other 
gravitational lens candidates should be re
examined . This is especially important for 
faint quasars when there is no indepe nd
ent evidence for lensing (for example, an 
intervening giant galaxy or distortion of 
background galaxies) and no sign of com
mon spectroscopic or. morphological 
peculi ar ities. (Overall spectral dissimila r
ity need not rule out lensing because 
quasa rs can very significantly in the time 
de lay be twee n two images.) The quasa r 
pairs Q 2345 +007 A,B (ref. 12) and 
QI635+267A ,B (ref. l3) in which the 
fainter quasars are both roughly magni
tude 21 both give P, = P, - 2 x 10-" if we 
assume that the correlation function is 
valid for proper distances - 20 kpc (as it is 
for the galaxy-galaxy correlation" ; it has 
bee n suggested that the quasar-ga laxy 
corre lation function is even highe r's"O). It 
is the refore not unreasonable tha t these 
two p a irs comprise distinct objects ; since 
P, - P, we should expect to find a few 
simila rly sepa ra ted quasars with discrep
ant redshifts , for example , Q1548+ 
114A,B (re f. 17). 
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Beware the cups 
that cheer 
SIR-Aluminium toxicity, intoxication or 
accumulation is associa ted (not neces
sarily causally) with seve ral conditions in
cluding dialysis encephalopathy' and 
osteomalacia' , the amyotrophic lateral 
sclerosis of Guam , and Alzheimer 's dis
ease' (believed to account for some one 
third of a million UK suffe rers from senile 
dementia and said to affect ove r two mil
lion people in the United States) . 
Edwardson and his co lleagues have rec
ently shown' the presence of aluminosili
cates in senile plaques in Alzheimer's dis
ease. Dietary intake of a luminium has not 
generally been regarded as a hazard, 
though one Swedish studys showed that 
cooking rhubarb in a luminium saucepans 
mobilized a significant amo unt of alumin
ium , presumably complexed by oxalate 
(e thanedi-oate) . We would like to suggest 
tha t attention is paid to the high alumin
ium content of tea leaves and their in
fusion . 

The tea bush (forme rly Thea sinensis , 
now Camellia sinensis) is grown on acid 
soil, and tolerates high leve ls of alum
inium, accumulating great quantitiesO of 
it. Indeed, potassium a lum is used as a 
fertilizer'. The only other food plant 
which tolerates such high a luminium 
levels is the cranbe rry . The tea bush 
accumulates aluminium in the leaves to 
enable it to overcome a high leve l of alum
inium in the leached acid soils in which it 
thrives . 

We have examine d samples of Chinese, 
Indian and Russi an tea bought as packets 
from a local supe rm arket. The X-ray 
powder picture of e ach dry ash (all of sur
prisingly good quality) was essentially that 
of ex-alumina (AI,O ,), Othe r weak lines 
were present. The a luminium content (by 
gravimetric analysis) o f these dry ashes 
va ried from 8 ,700 p .p .m. to 23 ,000 
p.p .m .. in line with severa l reported 
a nalyses; up to 20.000 p .p .m . AI/dry 
we ight have been repo rted in mature 
le aves' . 

We infused the te as in a teapot for up to 
30 minutes using Ca rdiff tap-water (very 
soft), then analysed the infused liquids for 
aluminium with gravime tric re fe rences to 
underpin routine ato mic absorption meas-

urements. A typical finding was that the 
infusion of Russian tea had about 100 
p.p .m . aluminium (100 mg dm-3

) , and the 
Indian and Chinese typically had 40 and 60 
p.p .m. aluminium, respectively. 

Since many Britons drink a litre of tea a 
day, tea is likely to be as great a source of 
aluminium as any other in the British diet. 
(The aluminium foil often used for lining 
tea chests seems unlikely to exacerbate 
the problem) . 

Assuming (in the absence of infor
mation on the transfer of aluminium from 
diet into organs) that any source of alum
inium is to be avoided at least for those 
suffering from conditions related to high 
aluminium levels, the belief that tea is a 
sovereign remedy under all circumstances 
may need revision. "The cups that cheer 
but not inebriate", may not be as true as 
William Cowper thought in 1785. 
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Frequency of dizygotic 
twinning 
SIR-I am puzzled by a calculation in J .M . 
Diamond 's a rticle " Variation in human 
testis size" (Nature320, 488; 1986). In it he 
states that a single ovulation with inter
course will result in a live birth with proba
bility Y4 and therefore a double ovulatio n 
will result in dizygotic twins with proba
bility Y16. He concludes that the double 
ovulation frequency must be 16 times the 
obse rved dizygotic twinning rate among 
births. 

This conclusion is incorrect since a large 
fraction of the double ovulations will not 
lead to any birth at all. A double ovulation 
will yie ld zero births with probability 9/16, 
one birth with probability 6/16 and two 
births with probability 1/16. Hence the 
probability tha t a double ovulation will 
yield twins co nditioned on there being any 
birth at a ll is (1/16)/(1/16+6/ 16) = 1/7. There
fore Diamo nd should conclude that the 
double ovulation frequency is 7 times the 
observed twinning rate . Thus , for ex
ample, the Yo ruba women would h ave a 
double ovulation frequency of 34.3% 
rather than 78%, as stated. 
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